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Hares: Who The Fuck Is Alice, Kiss My Ring &
Shit Here
phuket-hhh.com
Our GM Not Cleaver was tending to his wife Pole Position who's having
a bit of surgery so our stand-in GM-of-the-day Blue Harlot, GM of the
past, took control of the helm. All of the circle joined BH in wishing
Pole Position a speedy, healthy recovery.
BH kicked off the circle asking if any of the poofters in the circle could
tell him which way the bow on the GM's hat was supposed to face
which begged the question who the hell put a fricking bow on the GM's
hat to begin with. Well it got sorted and on went the circle. Hares in!
They had earlier described the run as being flat, which it was—the
length of the soccer pitch!
Who The Fuck Is Alice in to be thanked for everyone getting a shirt that
aptly stated on the back “I Hate Running-But I Love Beer”. Well done WTFIA, and happy 75th
birthday, HBYC!! WTFIA then announced 30 baht beers, which brought a resounding “Good Run,
Good Run” from the circle, most certainly saving him from the hash-shit for the steep hills, running
through the streets of Rawai, and the trails in shiggy having only spiked bushes to hold on to. Clever
old Frenchman!
Virgins were called in for a wet-down by Tootsie who did
them well, and they took it like men, but something was
amiss, that turned out to be a miss, by the name of
Inguela, who was then brought in for a one-on-one
watering, to the delight of the circle as Miss Inguela was
a tall bodacious one that gave all the guys pleasure while
taking the ice water. But, GM called Virgin's revenge
which put Tootsie on the ice while Inguela gave him a
good dousing of ice water.
GM got Rampant Rabbit in because Rabbit sounds like rabbi, then asked RR what's the difference
between a priest and a rabbi? Well a rabbi cut's it off and a priest sucks it off.
Run shirt went to Go Go Trump for her 25th and FIGJAM for his 400th. Keep it up both of you.
Steward King Klong kicked off a long line of anecdotes and tales by getting Butt Cycle in for taking
pictures of virgin Inguela's ass, actually to thank him. BTW Butt Cycle was our stand-in Hash Flash
for the day and now a candidate for a permanent position. KK called in the Swiss, Google Ass &
SADG, to sing the Swiss national anthem, then SADG told to stay while all the Aussies called in to
sing their national anthem, which SADG, who is also Australian, could only lip sync to. Well, all
Australians are born illegitimate! To compare the French were called in for singing their national

anthem but lost when they started in English by saying one-two-three. Once Weekly brought in for
King Klong's question “since I've never had this experience personally, what's it like?, referring to
Twice Nightly of course. GM in for recalling the fear he had when his 12-year-old daughter came
down from her room to ask BH “dad, what's love deuce?”. Thinking it was time for the “birds and the
bees” BH wisely asks what she's been watching on her new TV, tennis came the answer, whew! Great
steward spot KK.
GM now remembered he hadn't called for announcements so in came Lucky Lek to call for
announments, but LL decided to give the GM a bit of shite because when LL earlier had asked BH if
there were going to be any announcements and GM had replied no. “LL-stay in the circle”. GM then
got in all the ex-GMs to remind LL that the GM is always right! Then in came MP to announce the
bike hash, followed by the Mighty Quim to announce the Kamala Koma. The last announcement was
Murkury who was upset because he hadn't been included with the calling-in of ex-GMs, which
delighted everyone because Murkury is actually starting to become funny.
Run Offenses kicked off with Fungus calling in Poke The Payroll for cheating to be a front runner by
continuously tugging at her knickers to unwedge them, which keeps all the guys behind her. LL
brought in Slow Cunt and the two new Thai guys who've now done two runs. Why do two guys with
two runs need to take care of one guy with 100 runs? Because he's a Slow Cunt, obviously. Chicken
George called in for being a reprobate and put on the ice with the announcement that he'd soon be
moving back to England, bringing cheers from the circle, to which CG replied that he'd changed his
mind and was staying, which brought even louder boos from the circle. MP brought in a chap who
couldn't stay on paper but never stopped talking about where Nai Harn is and asked who you'd rather
be with replied “With You Darling”, which SADG caught and said you're named. And that folks is how
you get a hash name. Hide And Seek called in for returning to the circle late-he'd been “lost” once
again. What a surprise he's named Hide And Seek!

GM had to bring the circle to a close before the rain and
darkness so in with the hares. MP rolled out the Hares
song and squared off with Once Weekly, who weeks
earlier claimed the song boring. MP had OW sing a
verse, but Fungus sang out instead. MP tried again, and
Fungus sang out again. Enough, Fungus on the ice.
NOW OW, sing us a verse.
MP ran through the reasons why hash shit could
be called: trails, thorns, street running-but followed with
reasons it could be good: free shirt, 30 baht beers, our
pestering GM not here and Assterix not here—enough!
Good Run, Good Run chanted by all. And so it was.
Circle Closed.
On ON, Fungus, scribe-for-the-day

